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 JOTTER PAD

D has the same meaning 
throughout
ACROSS
  1 Swagger of female going both 

ways during bedroom party (7)
  5 Mad Ds? They might be (7)
  9 Hot Englishman’s head, 

smothered in strange watery 
discharge (5)

10 Driver in a bad mood? On the 
contrary, even initially when 
bitten by D (9)

11 Better makers of mobile screen 
includes people in China (9)

12 Old-fashioned content of 
treasure trove (5)

13, 15 Rubbish volunteers? Terrible 
slur, if working Ds (4,8)

18, 19 Former police Ds (5,3,4)
22 Performing D, working as pianist 

once (5)
24 D-day in teenager’s revision, 

needing an A for English (5,4)
26 Young female briefly replacing 

daughter in capital’s clubs (4,5)
27 What Ds follow, finding cocaine 

in 10’s Rolls (5)
28 Moves a distance away, as 70s 

group sing badly (7)
29 One idly drawing D’s head, right 

after D with no head (7)
DOWN
  1, 20 Doorbell starts to ring, 

consequently ensuring instantly 
5 across D (6,6)

  2 Smallest transfinite cardinal has 
drink with invalid outside pub 
(5-4)

  3 Capital of Vietnam? Map’s 
upside down (5)

  4 Actors playing with the 
musicians (9)

  5 Tells tales of black Ds (5)
  6 One advocating gradual change 

in desire for mistress (9)
  7 At home with new pet, likely to 

make D’s breakfast or dinner? 
(5)

8, 21  D that gets 12 10’s D excited 
(6,6)

14 Giving permission for nice single 
short to be drunk (9)

16 Put right, like Irish 21 that’s 
thrown up most of pudding (9)

17 Call girl’s bottom must now be 
beginning to sound familiar 
(4,1,4)

20 See 1
21 See 8
23 Rabid D oddly isn’t a wild D (5)
24 Small D raised to carry round 

merchandise (5)
25 Tosa’s injured a linesman (5)
Solution 16,524


